Topological insulators are an emerging class of materials that host highly robust in-gap surface or interface states while maintaining an insulating bulk 1,2 . Most advances in this field have focused on topological insulators and related topological crystalline insulators 3 in two dimensions 4-6 and three dimensions 7-10 , but more recent theoretical work has predicted the existence of one-dimensional symmetry-protected topological phases in graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) 11 . The topological phase of these laterally confined, semiconducting strips of graphene is determined by their width, edge shape and terminating crystallographic unit cell and is characterized by a Z 2 invariant 12 (that is, an index of either 0 or 1, indicating two topological classes-similar to quasi-onedimensional solitonic systems [13] [14] [15] [16] ). Interfaces between topologically distinct GNRs characterized by different values of Z 2 are predicted to support half-filled, in-gap localized electronic states that could, in principle, be used as a tool for material engineering 11 . Here we present the rational design and experimental realization of a topologically engineered GNR superlattice that hosts a onedimensional array of such states, thus generating otherwise inaccessible electronic structures. This strategy also enables new end states to be engineered directly into the termini of the onedimensional GNR superlattice. Atomically precise topological GNR superlattices were synthesized from molecular precursors on a gold surface, Au(111), under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions and characterized by low-temperature scanning tunnelling microscopy and spectroscopy. Our experimental results and first-principles calculations reveal that the frontier band structure (the bands bracketing filled and empty states) of these GNR superlattices is defined purely by the coupling between adjacent topological interface states. This manifestation of non-trivial one-dimensional topological phases presents a route to band engineering in onedimensional materials based on precise control of their electronic topology, and is a promising platform for studies of one-dimensional quantum spin physics.
with the width, edge shape and the termination of the GNR 11 . Robust half-occupied interface states are predicted to occur at the heterojunctions between topologically trivial and nontrivial GNR segments (that is, where the value of Z 2 changes across an interface, as shown in Fig. 1a ). These interface states, if aligned periodically in a superlattice, enable a hierarchy of topological quantum engineering because they are defined locally by topological phase discontinuities, whereas the superlattice's global electronic structure reflects the hybridization between them. The end properties of such a GNR superlattice are determined by the topology of the overall superlattice electronic structure. This scheme provides new strategies for modifying GNR bandgaps and even potentially inducing completely new GNR behaviours such as metallicity and magnetism out of individually semiconducting structural components.
Our strategy for topologically engineering new bottom-up GNR behaviour relies on the synthesis of atomically precise superlattices that are comprised of alternating topologically trivial 7-armchair GNR (AGNR) segments (Z 2 = 0) and topologically nontrivial 9-AGNR segments (Z 2 = 1) along the longitudinal GNR axis, thus leading to a one-dimensional array of interface states 11 . If the coupling between these states is expressed as hopping amplitudes t 1 (for hopping across a 9-AGNR segment) and t 2 (for hopping across a 7-AGNR segment), then the band dispersion arising from the coupled topological interface states can be expressed in the standard two-band tightbinding form 16 = ± + + ± E k t t t t k ( ) 2 cos ( ) for the new bands that arise from purely topological considerations. The end properties of this superlattice, however, are not solely determined by t 1 and t 2 , but must take into account the Zak or Berry phase of all the occupied π-electron bands 11 . By carefully controlling the atomic structure of the 7/9-AGNR superlattice termini, we ensure that the resulting global topological phase of the entire 7/9-AGNR superlattice is nontrivial. This mandates the existence of a series of end states in different energy gaps of this hierarchically engineered one-dimensional topological system.
The key to creating well defined, periodic topological interface states is the design of molecular precursors that selectively link crystallographic unit cells of 7-AGNRs and 9-AGNRs into segments that have different topological phases. This is achieved by controlling the molecular structure of the 7/9-AGNR interface through careful design of building block 1 (Fig. 1b ) (even small changes in the alignment of the interface structure can alter the topological phase of the constituent GNR segments 11 ). The structural asymmetry between the two distinct reaction interfaces in 1 (a zigzag edge on the side of the 7-AGNR and an armchair edge on the side of the 9-AGNR) leads to a sterically enforced highly selective head-to-head or tail-to-tail polymerization during the on-surface synthesis ( Fig. 1c , Extended Data Fig. 1 ). Thermally induced Letter reSeArCH cyclodehydrogenation of the resulting 7/9-polymer intermediates yields the topologically trivial/nontrivial superlattice of 7/9-AGNRs (Fig. 1c ).
The synthesis of 1 is depicted in Fig. 1b . Condensation of 6-bromo-(1,1′-biphenyl)-3-carbaldehyde with 2-naphthol yields xanthene 2 in 68% yield. Benzylic oxidation with lead(IV) oxide followed by dehydration of the intermediate xanthenol with tetrafluoroboric acid gives the pyrylium salt 3 in 69% over two steps. The molecular precursor 1 can be obtained as a minor product (<10% crude mixture, major product is the xanthenol) from the condensation of 3 with the sodium salt of 2-(10-bromoanthracene-9-yl)acetic acid. Analytically pure samples suitable for ultrahigh-vacuum deposition were obtained through multiple precipitations and recrystallizations Letter reSeArCH from EtOH/CHCl 3 . 7/9-AGNR superlattices were grown on Au(111) by sublimation of 1 onto a clean Au(111) single crystal under ultrahighvacuum conditions. Figure 1d shows a scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) image of a sub-monolayer coverage of molecular precursor 1 on Au(111) at T = 4 K. The sample was subsequently annealed at 200 °C to induce the homolytic cleavage of C-Br bonds followed by radical step-growth polymerization to give poly-1. The polymer intermediate ( Fig. 1e ) exhibits a lattice periodicity that is twice the size of the molecular precursor 1. This is consistent with the expectation that the lattice constant of the 7/9-AGNR supercell comprises a head-tohead molecular dimer. STM topography reveals a characteristic height profile and morphology that alternates between proto-9-AGNR and proto-7-AGNR segments ( Fig. 1e ). Annealing the sample at 300 °C induces cyclodehydrogenation and leads to the fully fused 7/9-AGNR superlattices depicted in Fig. 1f , g. Bond-resolved STM images of 7/9-AGNRs were acquired by recording the out-of-phase component of constant-current dI/dV maps at low tip-sample bias using an STM tip that was spontaneously functionalized by a small molecule from the surface (Fig. 1g ). Similar results were obtained for intentionally CO-functionalized tips (see Extended Data Fig. 5 ). A representative bond-resolved STM image depicted in Fig. 1g confirms the alternating sequence of short segments of 7-AGNRs and 9-AGNRs and the atomically precise 7/9 heterojunction interface that is characteristic of a 7/9-AGNR topological superlattice.
The local electronic structure of 7/9-AGNR superlattices was characterized using dI/dV point spectroscopy as shown in Fig. 2a . All spectra were collected after calibrating the STM tip via the well known Au(111) Shockley surface state. Spectra collected in the bulk of the 7/9-AGNR superlattice (at least 2.6 nm from a GNR end termination, corresponding to the length of one dimer unit) show a series of reproducible electronic states on both 7-AGNR and 9-AGNR segments, with peaks centred at -1.14 ± 0.07 V (peak A), -0.14 ± 0.04 V (peak B), 0.60 ± 0.04 V (peak C), and 1.61 ± 0.04 V (peak D). Since peaks B and C bracket the Fermi energy, E F , our apparent experimental bandgap for the 7/9-AGNR superlattice is 0.74 ± 0.06 eV. This gap is substantially smaller than the experimental bandgaps measured by scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) under similar conditions for both uniform 7-AGNRs (2.3 eV bandgap) 27 and 9-AGNRs (1.4 eV bandgap) 23 on Au(111). dI/dV maps recorded at biases corresponding to the four peak energies in Fig. 2a reveal characteristic, reproducible patterns in the local density of states (LDOS) maps for each of these four bands (Fig. 2b) .
As expected for a one-dimensional topologically nontrivial system under vacuum 28, 29 , spectroscopy performed near a terminal end of the 7/9-AGNR superlattice shows markedly different behaviour compared to the bulk spectroscopy shown in Fig. 2a, b . Figure 3b reveals three new spectral features confined to the last supercell of a 7/9-AGNR superlattice that are absent in the bulk (the new states are marked end states 1-3). The dI/dV maps depicted in Fig. 3c show the characteristic LDOS patterns of end states 1-3 (in contrast, the dI/dV maps of bulk features B and C show that they are absent from the last supercell). It is notable that end state 2 lies virtually mid-gap between the bulk peaks B and C, while end states 1 and 3 lie within the A/B and C/D energy gaps, respectively. While the zigzag end termination shown in Fig. 3a is the most common 7/9-AGNR superlattice termination, the alternative termination (an armchair edge emerging from the 9-AGNR segment) was also observed and exhibits notable end-state behaviour as well (Extended Data Fig. 4) .
The observed existence of end states 1-3 as well as the bulk behaviour of the 7/9-AGNR superlattice follow the predictions of ref. 11 since each of the two new interface-state-derived bands (B and C) can be shown to have a Zak phase equal to zero for the terminal geometry in Fig. 3a , making the system topologically nontrivial for all three gaps (A/B, B/C and C/D). To quantitatively verify the topological origins of the local electronic structure, we first compare the measurements to simulations performed using first-principles density functional theory (DFT) within the local-density approximation (LDA). Figure 2d shows the theoretical bulk density of states (DOS) for a freestanding 7/9-AGNR superlattice. A series of peaks arise from the superlattice band structure (Fig. 4c ); these peaks are labelled the valence band (VB), the occupied topologically induced band (OTB), the unoccupied topologically induced band (UTB) and the conduction band (CB). The OTB and UTB are so named because they arise from the topologically induced interface states located at each internal 7/9-AGNR heterojunction. The OTB and UTB features both have a double-peak structure in the DOS plot owing to the presence of two Van Hove singularities in each band. The relative positions of these four bands correlate with peaks A-D, observed experimentally in the bulk region of a 7/9-AGNR superlattice as shown in Fig. 2a . Notably, the anomalously small bandgap observed experimentally is nicely reproduced by the DFT calculations, which predict a gap of 0.52 eV (see band structure in Fig. 4c ). It is not surprising that this value is smaller than the gap observed experimentally (0.74 eV) given that DFT tends to underestimate quasiparticle bandgaps 18,30 , even accounting for the screening effects of the underlying Au substrate 26 . Figure 2c shows that the theoretical LDOS maps at 4 Å above the plane of the 7/9-AGNR superlattice at energies corresponding to the VB, the OTB, the UTB and the CB. These LDOS maps are in excellent agreement with the experimental LDOS patterns shown in Fig. 2b . This agreement between ab initio theory and experiment confirms that peaks A-D observed in STS do indeed originate from the intrinsic VB, OTB, UTB and CB of the GNR superlattice. The topological origin of the 7/9-AGNR superlattice bulk electronic properties is further indicated by fitting equation (1) to the UTB and OTB band structure of Fig. 4c , which yields t 1 = 0.33 eV (for hopping across 9-AGNR segments) and t 2 = -0.07 eV (for hopping across 7-AGNR segments). The hopping terms have opposite signs, which is consistent with a direct gap at the Γ point. The stronger hopping term across the 9-AGNR segment arises from its smaller intrinsic bandgap, which allows the interface state to extend further into it and to overlap more strongly with adjacent interface states (Fig. 4a ). This overlap causes the Bloch wavefunctions of the OTB and UTB at the Γ point to reflect, respectively, bonding and anti-bonding interface states coupled through 9-AGNR segments (Fig. 4b) . The presence of these topological interface-state-derived bands contrasts with the band structure of a nearly structurally equivalent, but topologically trivial, 7/9-AGNR superlattice (Extended Data Fig. 2) , which completely lacks the two interface-state-derived bands owing to the absence of variation in the value of Z 2 along its length. The substantial bandgap reduction seen in our 7/9-AGNR superlattice compared to the properties of individual 7-AGNRs and 9-AGNRs thus arises from the controlled incorporation of topological interface states into this bottom-up system.
The end-state properties of the 7/9-AGNR superlattice can be understood by examining the overall Z 2 value of the system for successive band occupation up to a particular bandgap. For the supercell associated with the experimentally observed end structure shown in Fig. 3a , the occupation of bands up to and including the VB results in the system being topologically nontrivial (that is, Z 2 = 1; Extended Data Fig. 3) , and thus requires the existence of a 7/9-AGNR/vacuum interface state in the VB/OTB energy gap (that is, the experimental state labelled 'end state 1' in Fig. 3b ). The behaviour in the next OTB/UTB energy gap is determined by the Zak phase of the OTB plus those of the entire band complex below it. Although the OTB and UTB arise directly from coupled topological interface states, analysis of the Zak phase of these bands shows that it is zero (topologically trivial) for each band for the terminating geometry considered (Extended Data Fig. 3 ). The overall value of Z 2 thus remains Z 2 = 1 for the OTB/UTB and UTB/CB bandgaps, making the existence of topological 7/9-AGNR/vacuum end states required in both energy gaps, just as seen experimentally (that is, end states 2 and 3 in Fig. 3b ). Similar analysis reveals nontrivial topology for the other, less common, experimentally observed superlattice end structure (Extended Data Fig. 4 ).
This topological behaviour can also be clearly seen in our simulations of the end region of a 7/9-AGNR superlattice calculated for a finite 7/9-AGNR consisting of eight supercells. The LDOS of this structure exactly reproduces end states 1-3 in the three energy gaps, as discussed above (Extended Data Fig. 3) . A direct comparison between the experimental dI/dV maps and the calculated LDOS maps of end states 1-3 shows excellent agreement between theory and experiment ( Fig. 3c) . Similarly, the experimental dI/dV maps and the calculated LDOS maps of the OTB and UTB show high intensity throughout the bulk 7/9-AGNR superlattice but decay rapidly in the last supercell that terminates the GNR. 
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated that it is possible to rationally engineer both the local and global GNR electronic topology via careful design of molecular precursors used in bottom-up synthesis. This approach enables the deterministic design of topological interface states both in the GNR bulk as well as in the GNR/vacuum termination region. Superlattices of topological interface states allow the formation of new bulk frontier bands (the OTB and UTB) that are energetically distinct from the intrinsic band structures associated with the parent 7-and 9-AGNRs. In principle, the properties of these topologically induced bands can be finetuned through topology-conserving modification of the superlattice components to create effective antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spin-1/2 chains with robust spin centres at each internal 7/9-AGNR interface 11 . If placed in close proximity to a superconductor, the ends of these antiferromagnetic chains are predicted to host Majorana fermion states 31 .
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Sterically enforced site-selective polymerization. a, Molecular precursor 1. b, Sterically distinct reaction sites during radical chain growth polymerization of poly-1 (anthracene versus biphenyl). c, The corresponding edge structures in the fully formed GNR (armchair and zigzag termination, respectively).
